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The evolution of the detention of accompanied

minors without a residence permit in Belgium

Lars Breuls∗†1 and Steven De Ridder∗‡1

1Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) – Pleinlaan 2 1050 Elsene, Belgium

Abstract

Until 2009, accompanied minors without a residence permit were regularly detained in
closed immigration detention centres in Belgium. However, following several convictions by
the European Court of Human Rights, Belgium started to transfer irregular families whose
forced return is pending to open return units. At first, high compliance rates were observed:
only 20% of the families ‘escaped’ from their unit. Yet, as compliance of families with a forced
return order has decreased last year, a search for more effective measures was reinforced. In
this paper, the evolution (2000-2016) of forced return and corresponding detention practices
related to irregular families in Belgium is analysed from a legal and practical point of view.
Central is the argument that, although influences of human right standards have curtailed
excessive detention practices, an instrumental quest for effective forced return measures is
still predominant.
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